The pattern of plant organ initiation at the shoot apical meristem (SAM), termed phyllotaxis, displays regularities that have long intrigued botanists and mathematicians alike. In the SAM, the central zone (CZ) contains a population of stem cells that replenish the surrounding peripheral zone (PZ), where organs are generated in regular patterns. These patterns differ between species and may change in response to developmental or environmental cues [1] . Expression analysis of auxin efflux facilitators of the PIN-FORMED (PIN) family combined with modeling of auxin transport has indicated that organ initiation is associated with intracellular polarization of PIN proteins and auxin accumulation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, regulators that modulate PIN activity to determine phyllotactic patterns have hitherto been unknown. Here we reveal that three redundantly acting PLETHORA (PLT)-like AP2 domain transcription factors control shoot organ positioning in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Loss of PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 function leads to nonrandom, metastable changes in phyllotaxis. Phyllotactic changes in plt3plt5plt7 mutants are largely attributable to misregulation of PIN1 and can be recapitulated by reducing PIN1 dosage, revealing that PLT proteins are key regulators of PIN1 activity in control of phyllotaxis.
Summary
The pattern of plant organ initiation at the shoot apical meristem (SAM), termed phyllotaxis, displays regularities that have long intrigued botanists and mathematicians alike. In the SAM, the central zone (CZ) contains a population of stem cells that replenish the surrounding peripheral zone (PZ), where organs are generated in regular patterns. These patterns differ between species and may change in response to developmental or environmental cues [1] . Expression analysis of auxin efflux facilitators of the PIN-FORMED (PIN) family combined with modeling of auxin transport has indicated that organ initiation is associated with intracellular polarization of PIN proteins and auxin accumulation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, regulators that modulate PIN activity to determine phyllotactic patterns have hitherto been unknown. Here we reveal that three redundantly acting PLETHORA (PLT)-like AP2 domain transcription factors control shoot organ positioning in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Loss of PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 function leads to nonrandom, metastable changes in phyllotaxis. Phyllotactic changes in plt3plt5plt7 mutants are largely attributable to misregulation of PIN1 and can be recapitulated by reducing PIN1 dosage, revealing that PLT proteins are key regulators of PIN1 activity in control of phyllotaxis.
Results

Structure of the PLETHORA Gene Clade
The Arabidopsis euANT clade includes the AINTEGUMENTA (ANT) gene, which regulates floral organ lateral growth, and six AIL/PLT genes involved in embryogenesis, floral organ growth, and root stem cell maintenance [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In previous phylogenetic analyses, the PLETHORA (PLT)-like protein sequences from monocots and eudicots formed separate subclades [16, 17] . We included additional amino acid positions and added further species to the euANT alignment, and we found that within the PLT clade there are exclusively eudicot clusters (PLT1/PLT2 and PLT3/PLT7, the latter also known as AIL7; see Table S1 available online) but that the cluster including PLT5 (also known as AIL5) encompasses both monocot and eudicot sequences ( Figure S1A ). These results highlight the independent radiation of the PLT gene family within eudicot and monocot lineages and indicate that the common ancestor of these groups possessed PLT5-like genes. This observation prompted us to investigate the function of PLT5 in more detail to uncover new and potentially ancestral PLT gene functions in flowering plants.
PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 Control Phyllotaxis PLT5, along with PLT3 and PLT7, is expressed in shoot tissues, where these genes show distinct but overlapping domains of expression in vegetative and inflorescence shoot apical meristems (SAMs) (Figures 1A-1F ; Figures S1C and S1D) [15] . PLT5 expression was largely uniform within the central zone (CZ) and peripheral zone (PZ) (Figures 1A and  1D ; Figure S1D ). PLT3 was expressed in the CZ, and expression was elevated at the sites of primordium inception (Figures 1B and 1E; Figure S1C ). PLT7 expression mostly marked the SAM center ( Figures 1C and 1F) . All three PLT genes were expressed in epidermal and subepidermal layers of the SAM ( Figures 1A-1F) , and all showed expression in the vasculature of developing leaves (Figures 1A-1C ; Figures S1C and S1D ). In addition, PLT5 was expressed throughout the adaxial cells of developing leaves ( Figure S1D ).
Although PLT3 contributes to floral organ development [14] , the function of PLT genes at the SAM has remained unknown. To reveal such a role for PLTs, we studied shoot development in plt3plt5plt7 triple mutants. In wild-type seedlings, the cotyledons and first two leaves emerge in a decussate pattern, where two oppositely positioned organs are generated simultaneously and successive pairs diverge by 90 . Subsequent leaves arise in a spiral pattern, where successive leaves diverge by an angle approximating the so-called ''golden angle'' of 137. 5 ( Figure 2A ). Strikingly, plt3plt5plt7 triple mutants delayed this transition from decussate to spiral for two to three leaf pairs ( Figure 2B ; Figure S2A ). Although meristem size across the base was slightly reduced in the mutant, the meristem marker SHOOT MERISTEMLESS was expressed as in wild-type ( Figures S2B and S2C ) [18] . Individual mutant alleles for PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 did not cause any apparent shoot phenotype, but the decussate pattern was maintained in the third and fourth leaves of w15% of plt3plt5, w30% of plt3plt7, and w60% of plt3plt5plt7. Of the opposing leaves three and four in the plt3plt5plt7 triple mutant, w80% were equal in size, suggesting their similar developmental age. Later-arising rosette leaves assumed spiral phyllotaxis (data not shown).
The spiral pattern of phyllotaxis in the Arabidopsis rosette is maintained through the floral transition ( Figure 2C ). In plt3plt5plt7 mutant inflorescences, we observed a clear departure from the spiral pattern of phyllotaxis involving the golden angle. A prominent new pattern revealed successive oppositely positioned flowers diverging by 180 ; these flowers were either positioned very close to each other or separated along the inflorescence stem ( Figure 2D ). Another pattern yielded successive flowers diverging by w90 ( Figure 2E ). Because these defects could be a result of altered postinitiation growth, we estimated the divergence angle of successive primordia initiating at the SAM by electron microscopy and observed similar divergence angles of w90 and 180 at the inflorescence meristem (IM) and in mature inflorescences (Figures 2F-2H ; Figures S2D-S2G ). We concluded that PLT3, 5, and 7 control the positioning of lateral organs at the SAM.
Analysis of divergence angles suggested that the changes in phyllotaxis in plt3plt5plt7 mutants were highly nonrandom. The triple mutant revealed two new preferred angles, w90 and 180
, that were not evident in the wild-type or in a fasciata2 (fas2) mutant line [19] that is thought to display random phyllotaxis ( Figure 2I ). To quantify the nonrandomness of the phyllotactic patterns in plt3plt5plt7 inflorescences, we calculated the Shannon entropy for the divergence angles [20, 21] , which is a measure of the degree of order. The Shannon entropy for wild-type and plt3plt5plt7 was very similar (2.06 and 2.13, respectively). In contrast, fas2 showed a higher value (2.54), approaching the maximum entropy (2.77) corresponding to a completely random phyllotaxis. Finally, we compared the relationships between two successive divergence angles in wild-type, fas2, and plt3plt5plt7. These data revealed a tendency of plt3plt5plt7 mutants to divert from the golden angle to w90 and 180 divergence angles with a new preference for successive 180 angles ( Figure 2J ), indicating that PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 restrain transitions between specific phyllotactic patterns.
Regulation of PIN1 Abundance by PLT3, PLT5, and PLT7 Contributes to Phyllotaxis In the SAM, polar auxin transport is a major effector of phyllotaxis [2] . We therefore investigated the possibility that PLTs in the SAM regulate phyllotaxis through this process, using pharmacological and genetic approaches. First, we found that application of the polar auxin efflux inhibitor N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) to wild-type plants mimicked the rosette leaf phenotype observed in plt3plt5plt7 mutants (Figures 3A and 3B; Figures S3A-S3E ). Encouraged by this result, we treated weak plt mutant combinations (plt3plt5 and plt3plt7) with low concentrations of NPA and monitored the sensitivity by which these mutants revealed phyllotactic changes. Notably, 0.5 or 1.0 mM NPA did not evoke organ positioning defects in wild-type inflorescences, but w30% of wildtype seedlings treated with 0.5 mM NPA switched from spiral to decussate phyllotaxis ( Figures 3C and 3D ). The frequency of decussate leaves was enhanced in plt3plt5 and plt3plt7 up to 80% upon application of 0.5 mM NPA ( Figure 3E ). Furthermore, paired flowers appeared in these NPA-treated plt mutant combinations ( Figures 3F and 3G) . Moreover, application of 1.0 mM NPA promoted the emergence of naked pin1-like inflorescences in plt3plt5 and plt3plt7 mutants without affecting wild-type inflorescences ( Figure 3H ; Figure S3F ). Notably, genetic reduction of PIN1 dosage in plt3plt5pin1+/2 or plt3plt7pin1+/2 plants also enhanced phyllotactic defects such as the near simultaneous production of flowers from the same node ( Figures 3I and 3J) .
Our results suggested that PLT genes could regulate PIN1 activity in the shoot; therefore, we analyzed PIN1:GFP localization in the SAM of plt3plt5plt7 mutants. We observed that, rather than forming discrete foci of high expression at incipient primordia as in wild-type, PIN1:GFP accumulated more evenly throughout the PZ of plt3plt5plt7 mutant SAMs with less pronounced foci of PIN1:GFP induction (Figures 4A and 4B ; Figure S4A ; data not shown). We concluded that the corresponding PLT proteins are required for increasing PIN1 levels at shoot lateral organ primordia under circumstances where a base level of PIN1 expression is sufficient to drive organ initiation. Furthermore, PLT5:GR (PLT5 fused to the rat glucocorticoid receptor [22] ) induction elevated PIN1 transcripts within 4 hr (Figure 4C ), suggesting that PIN1 is regulated by PLTs at least in part at the transcriptional level.
If lowering PIN1 level is a contributing factor to phyllotactic perturbations in plt mutant combinations, PIN1 reduction alone should be sufficient to alter the phyllotactic pattern. Such an effect might be masked by the fusion and outgrowth defects of previously described pin1 mutants [2, 3] . To further investigate a possible role for PIN1 dosage in control of phyllotaxis, we reduced PIN1 expression via RNA interference (RNAi). Strikingly, moderately affected PIN1-RNAi (pin1-i) plants delayed the transition in the rosette from decussate to spiral phyllotaxis ( Figure 4D ; Figures S4B and S4C) .
If PLT3, 5, and 7 regulate phyllotaxis mainly through PIN1 levels, then restoring strong PIN1 expression to sites of organ initiation in plt3plt5plt7 mutants should alleviate the requirement for PLT activity and shift phyllotaxis toward the wild-type pattern. We tested this hypothesis by driving PIN1:GFP from the ANT promoter, which is expressed in incipient primordia in a PIN1-independent manner [13, 23] . Indeed, pANT::PIN1:GFP;plt3plt5plt7 plants showed reduced frequency of oppositely positioned second leaf pairs (26 of 144 in pANT::PIN1:GFP;plt3plt5plt7 versus 79 of 151 in plt3plt5plt7 mutants). In addition, introduction of pANT::PIN1:GFP into plt3plt5plt7 increased the percentage of successive flowers approximating the golden angle and suppressed the enrichment of the w90 and 180 angles characteristic of plt3plt5plt7, although a range of additional angles was also observed (Figure 4E) . Together, our data show that PLT-mediated PIN1 regulation couples PLT activity in the SAM to auxin transport and indicate that this is an important regulatory mechanism controlling phyllotaxis.
Discussion
Previously, the PLT gene clade has been implicated in stem cell maintenance, cell division, and growth [11, 12] , processes of broad importance in both root and shoot development. The newly emerged patterning roles for PLT genes indicate that they also serve to ensure that organ primordia arise at defined positions. Lateral inhibition mechanisms operating between nearby primordia are at the core of many explanations for patterns of phyllotaxis, including those described here (e.g., [24] ), and current descriptions of phyllotaxis highlight auxin as a mediator of the lateral inhibition effect. We show here that the acute increase in PIN1 accumulation characteristic of developing primordia is lost in plt3plt5plt7 triple mutants, and our rescue experiment causally links changes in PIN1 levels with altered phyllotaxis. Furthermore, lowering PIN1 transcript level is in itself sufficient to change phyllotaxis in Arabidopsis, consistent with earlier experiments in other plant species reporting phyllotactic switches upon inhibition of polar auxin transport [25] [26] [27] . Taken together, our data suggest that PLT gene function controls an auxin-based lateral inhibition mechanism through regulation of PIN1 expression.
Our identification of the PLT transcription factors as regulators of phyllotaxis via control of PIN transcription lays the groundwork for future studies into control of auxin flux. Further investigation of lateral inhibition mechanisms at the shoot apex will require deduction of auxin accumulation patterns, combined with computation of auxin fluxes based on PIN localization, possibly using dynamic imaging [7, 8, 28] . It will be instructive to clarify whether PLT gene expression in the shoot is itself controlled by auxin, thus providing a mechanism to ''ramp up'' PIN expression in primordia. Preliminary data indicate that PLT3 and PLT5 can be regulated by local auxin addition in a PIN1-independent mechanism (K.P. and B.S., unpublished data); therefore, it will be interesting to address whether auxin-mediated PLT expression contributes to the organization of phyllotaxis.
Importantly, experiment and theory indicate that central or peripheral zone size or primordium growth can affect phyllotaxis [19, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Because PLT proteins control both stem cell maintenance and primordium growth, it is possible that phyllotactic alterations observed in plt mutants in part reflect altered meristem or primordium size through PLT functions. Although we cannot exclude that such size regulation emanates from PLT regulation of PIN gene expression, a role for growthrelated PLT target genes seems plausible; the redundant role of many PLT and ANT/AIL genes in growth and cell division [12] [13] [14] [15] might reflect an ancestral function of the euANT clade in these processes. In addition, ant plt3 mutants have been shown to affect floral organ positioning, indicating that ANT genes can contribute to patterning [14] . Although patterning defects prevail in the plt3plt5plt7 mutant, there are also noticeable effects on organ outgrowth (K.P., H.H., and B.S., unpublished data). Taking these data together, it appears that growth and patterning functions in the euANT genes are intertwined. Therefore, analysis of target genes of these transcription factors and of the effects of targets on both growth and patterning will be required to separate these processes and the mechanisms involved. Despite their possible involvement in general regulation of growth, the regular changes in phyllotaxis described here suggest that alterations in activity of redundant PLT proteins can elicit phyllotactic patterns and transitions resembling those seen in nature. It will be exciting to investigate whether evolutionary tinkering with these regulators contributed to the striking natural diversity of organ arrangements seen in vascular plants.
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